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STEP 21

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
In 1944, the T-34-856 tank was introduced as a replacement for the T-34 tank.
This fighting machine was produced until 1946 at three Tank Ministry plants:
No 183 in Nizhny Tagil, No 112 in Gorky and No 174 in Omsk.

O

n the T-34-85 the major shortcomings of the
cramped conditions of the crew compartment
and the associated inability of a complete division
of the crew’s labour were overcome. This was
achieved by increasing the diameter of the turret ring
from 1420 to 1600 mm, as well as the installation of a new
three-man turret of greater dimensions than on the T-34.
The hull design and the arrangement in it of connections
and components did not undergo any signiicant changes.
Consequently, this preserved and even aggravated all

the characteristic shortcomings of tanks with a rearmounted engine and transmission. If, in the case of the
T-34, the distribution of the weight load on the support
rollers was more or less equal, then on the T34-85, because
of the relocation to the bow of a large and heavy turret,
the front rollers were overloaded. The excessive reach
of the gun for the size of the tank was hazardous, as it
could plough into the ground when the tank was moving
through natural and manmade obstacles, while it also
restricted manoeuvrability in narrow passages.

From 1944 to 1946,
25,899 T-34-85 tanks were
produced, including
274 command and
331 flame-thrower tanks.
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CODE

PART DESIGNATION

QUANTITY

CODE

PART DESIGNATION

QUANTITY

021A

Armour plate for air intake shutters

2

021D

Fixing plate

2

021B

Shutter axis lug

4

HM

Screw 2 x 4 mm

8+2*

021C

Armour plate for air outlet shutters

2

021A

* includes spares

021C

HM

3

Place the two
armour plates
for the air outlet
shutters above the square
opening in the rear top
part of the hull, as shown
in the photograph.
Make sure that the pins
on the ends of the plate fit
into the corresponding small
groves in the upper part
of the hull.

021C
021C

021B
021D

012A

012A

1

Place the assembled top of the hull
upside down on a work surface
covered with a soft cloth, taking
care not to damage handrails and other
delicate parts. Place the two armour
plates for the air intake shutters (021A)
above the two rhomboid openings,
as shown in the photograph. Make sure
that the pins on the ends of the plate
fit into the corresponding small groves
in the upper part of the hull.

021A

HM
021D
HM

4

Lay the fixing plate
on the ends of both
plates and attach each
plate with two HM screws.

021A

HM

HM
021B

021B

2

Install the shutter axis lugs (021B)
on the ends of both armour plates and
screw in each plate with an HM screw.

021D

021B

HM
021B

021B

021D
HM

HM

2

HM

3
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The instrument and measurement panel is located in the control compartment 2,
directly in front of the driver/mechanic’s seat. To the right of the seat, there is
stowage for machine-gun magazines on the lower bow plate of the hull.

T

he instrument and measurement panel features
a clock, coolant thermometer and oil thermometer
indicators, a manometer and a clock heater switch.
Panel illumination is provided by a folding lantern
connected to it on the right. All the combat equipment is
contained in the tank hull and turret in specialised stowage.
Bullets for the DT co-axial and bow machine guns are stored
in thirty-one magazines, for which there are thirty-one
storage pockets in the tank.

Magazine stowage is located in the following places:
– on the lower bow hull plate in front of the machine
gunner’s seat,
– to the right of the machine gunner’s seat on the right-hand
side of the tank hull,
– on the bottom of the hull to the left of the driver/
mechanic’s seat,
– on the right-hand side of the turret in front of the loader’s
seat.

The DT machine gun disc
magazine holds 63 rifle
rounds. The mass
of the stored magazines
comprises 3.1kg.
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022B
022A

CODE

PART DESIGNATION

QUANTITY

022A

Instrument and measurement panel

1

022B

Machine gun magazine stowage

1

022C

Machine gun magazine

8

HM

Screw 2.0 x 4 mm

HM

3

Position the instrument and measuring panel
(022A) from the opposite side of the upper part
of the hull (012A), as shown in the drawing.
Secure with two HM screws.

4+2*
*includes spares
012A
HM
HM

022C

1

Load the machine gun stowage (022B)
with eight machine gun magazines
(022C).

022A

022B

4

Cut out the transfers
3D, received with
issue 3, and dampen in hot water for around
30 seconds, until the transfer
begins to separate smoothly
from the mount. Attach
the mount sheet to the instrument and measurement
panel (022A) and with a pair
of tweezers carefully move
the transfer into position.
Do not touch it until it has
dried (at least five minutes).

022C

2

Turn the assembled top part of the hull upside
down and attach the machine gun magazine
stowage (022B) to the two screw pins, as shown
in the drawing. Secure with two HM screws.
HM

003D

022A

HM
003D

012A
022B

2

003D

3
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
Lighting in the tank is sub-divided into interior, exterior and emergency. The number
and positioning of the exterior lights, headlights and tail lamps on the T-34 changed
several times in the course of manufacture at different plants.

O

n tanks produced at plant No 183 in 1940-1941 two
lights were mounted on the upper front armour
plate of the hull. Those produced by STZ between
1941 and the beginning of 1942 had only one
headlight on the left on the frontal plate. On T-34s produced
in 1942-1943, regardless of the manufacturing plant, there
was a single headlight mounted at the front of the lefthand upper side plate, which was also the
position chosen for the headlight on the
T-34-85, once again irrespective
of the manufacturing plant.
In the course of postwar modernisation,

the T-34-85 was equipped with two headlights, mounted
symmetrically on the right- and left-hand sides of the
hull. On the right-hand side a visible light headlight with
a blackout cap (FG-102) is located, while on the left-hand
side there is a headlight with an infra-red ilter (FG-100). The
FG-100 has the same structure as the FG-102 headlight, but
in the optical element instead of a blackout cap, a difuser
and an infra-red ilter have been mounted. The
FG-100 headlight is intended for illuminating
areas not visible to the naked eye with
infra-red rays while the tank is being
driven at night with the BVN night
vision device.

Stowage for spare caterpillar
tracks is attached to
the upper front plate with
the aid of six stack bolts.
This stowage was introduced
in the autumn of 1944.
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CODE

PART DESIGNATION

QUANTITY

CODE

PART DESIGNATION

QUANTITY

023A

Track without a link horn

3

023F

Left-hand headlight housing

1

023B

Track with a link horn

2

023G

Left-hand headlight diffuser

1

023C

Right-hand headlight housing

1

RM

Screw 1.7 x 7 mm

6+2*

023D

Right-hand headlight blackout cap

1

BP

Screw 1.7 x 4 mm

3+1*

023E

Horn

1

DP

Screw 1.5 x 5 mm

8+2*
* includes spares

3

Insert the right-hand headlight blackout
cap (023D) into the right-hand headlight
housing (023C) so that the notch engages
in the rim and cap is at the top. Install the righthand headlight housing in the front right-hand
recess in the upper part of the hull (012A) and
screw it on inside the housing with a BP screw.

023C
023D

012A
023A

BP
023D
023C

023B

RM

BP

023C

DP

023D

4

Place the left-hand headlight diffuser
(023G) firmly in the left-hand headlight
housing (023F). Install the left-hand
headlight housing in the front left recess
in the upper part of the hull (012A) and screw it
on inside the hull with a BP screw.

023G
023E
023F

023G
023G

1

Take three tracks without a link horn
(023A) and two tracks with a link horn
(023B) and lay them in a row, alternating
them as shown in the photograph. Connect the
tracks in pairs and fix together with DP screws
in the ends of each hinged joint. Use eight DP
screws in total.

BP
023F

012A

5

Place the horn (023E) in the recess
directly behind the left-hand
headlight in the upper part of the hull
(012A) and screw it on from inside the hull
with a BP screw.

BP
DP

023A

023B

023A

023B

023E

023A

2
RM

012A

023F

012A

Align
the six openings
in the track
without a link horn with
the openings in the top
part of the hull (012A)
and screw on the track
link assembly with six RM
screws.

6

This what the upper part of the hull
should look like when this stage
of the assembly is complete.

023A

2

3
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The principal innovation on the T-34-85 was its turret, on which its designers
concentrated the bulk of their efforts. By that time, battlefield statistics showed
that the turret received up to 45 per cent of dangerous tank hits.

T

he bases of the turret began to be cast from steel 71L,
which possessed higher foundry indexes than steel
M3-2, which was previously used for the T-34 turret.
The thickness of the front of the tank reached 75mm;
that of the sides and bow, 52mm. With efect from August
7, 1944, the irst of these indexes was increased to 90 mm,
with the thickness of the turret being set at 75 mm. This,
in combination with its sloped front, provided protection
against 75-mm armour-piercing rounds from the Rak 40
anti-tank gun at a distance of around ive hundred metres

at target angles of up to 40 degrees. The frontal armour
provided protection against German armour-piercing
rounds at distances of between eight hundred and two
thousand metres, depending on calibre and projectile type.
However, the decisive factor in tank self-protection was
not the reinforcement of turret armour but the installation
in the turret of a new powerful gun. Thanks to the gun
it became possible to increase the ireight distance and
as a result, lower the probability of the tank being hit by
enemy projectiles.

The provision of room
in the turret for a third crew
member was also of major
significance. This freed
the commander of the
T-34-85 to observe the
battlefield, search for targets
and assess the situation.
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QM

024B

CODE

PART DESIGNATION

QUANTITY

024A

Left-hand folding mudguard

1

024B

Right-hand folding mudguard

1

024C

Mudguard hinge

2

QM

Screw 1.5 x 2 mm

8+2*

3

Attach the second mudguard hinge
(024C) to the right-hand folding
mudguard (024B) with two QM
screws. Make sure that the hinge cylinder is
on the outside.

* includes spares

QM

QM

024C

024C

024B

1

Attach the first mudguard hinge
(024C) to the left-hand folding
mudguard (024A) with two QM
screws. The hinge cylinder should be
located on the outside.
QM

QM

4

Use two QM screws to attach the
hinge of the right-hand folding
mudguard from the right at
the front to the upper part of the hull
(012A). The mudguard should fold upwards
on the hinge.

024C

024A

QM
QM
024C

012A

024B

2

Attach the hinge of the left-hand
folding mudguard (024C) from
the left at the front to the upper
part of the hull (012A) with two QM screws.
The mudguard should fold upwards
on the hinge.

QM

024B
QM
024C

012A

024A

5

The front upper part of the hull
should look like this when this part
of the assembly is complete.

024A

2

3

